
ULTIMAT FUTURA
MAT CUTTER

Toll Free: 800-523-4855
Phone: 267-413-6220 
Fax: 267-413-6227
204B Progress Drive,  
Montgomeryville, PA 18936 
www.go-foster.com 5-year general warranty on all parts (except blades, clamping strips and cutting wheels).

20-year warranty on the bearings used in the cutting head.

Item #              Cutters & Accessories
61310 ............................... 40” Ultimat Futura
61312 ............................... 48” Ultimat Futura
61314 ............................... 62” Ultimat Futura
61216 ...............2x Base Extension Support Arm 24”L
61218 .....................30” Extended margin guide kit
61220 .........................Multi-Angle cutting gauge
61224 ................................Reverse bevel stop

Featuring a new cutting head with self-aligning roller bearings, the Ultimat Futura represents the future of manual mat 
cutters - and offers the smoothest cut ever.

The Ultimate Futura includes -  

•  Large-diameter roller thrust bearings on the cutting head for total control of both blade carriers.
No flex, side play or hooks.

•  Switchable magnetic blade holders for many blades cut so many different thicknesses.

•  Base plate that accommodates all accessories.

•  Roller lift and hold system.

•  Patented micro-stops.

Item #                 Replacement Blades
69108 ........................ Medium-duty blades (100)
69119 ...................... Superior quality blades (100)
61199 ...........................Tech S .012 blades (100)
69137 ...........................Tech S .015 blades (100)
69136 ..........................Tech D .012 blades (100)
69135 ..........................Tech D .015 blades (100)



5-year general warranty on all parts (except blades, clamping strips and cutting wheels).
20-year warranty on the bearings used in the cutting head.

Item #             Futura Upgrade Kit for
61320 .................................40” Ultimat Gold
61321 .................................48” Ultimat Gold
61322 .................................62” Ultimat Gold

ULTIMAT FUTURA
MAT CUTTER

Cutting head is 
mounted on roller 

bearings running on 
steel tracks.

20 year warranty 
on the bearings.

Easy to change blade 
cartridges for switching 

between cutting materials 
in seconds.

Ergonomically designed 
cutting head makes it easy 
to use over long periods 
- comfortable for left or 

right-handed users.

Roller ‘lift and hold’ 
system with one-
handed operation 

raises or lowers the 
cutter bar and frees 

hands for precise mat 
placement without 

holding up the lifting 
handle.

New high 
performance slideway 

and head system 
uses Foster Keencut’s 
SteelTrak technology.

Sliding gauge pinpoints blade 
entry and exit spot for exact 

freehand cutting.

Patented micro stop adjusters 
fitted to the ‘start of cut,’ ‘end 

of cut’ and ‘margin guide’ stops 
allow you to dial out overcuts or 

undercuts in seconds.

Easy, Precise and Smooth

Ultimat Gold

Upgrade Kits for original Ultimat and Ultimat Gold

Item #             Futura Upgrade Kit for
61330 ..............................40” Ultimat (Purple)
61331 ..............................48” Ultimat (Purple)
61332 ..............................62” Ultimat (Purple)

Futura slideway, cutting head and 
stop system have been specifically 
designed to retro-fit to existing 
machines.  This upgrades your 
existing Ultimat & Ultimat Golds to 
the new Ultimat Futura capabilities.
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